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INTRODUCTION
Magnetic energy is one kind of energy found in nature . where
the Earth is surrounded by a magnetic field affects everything
in varying degrees . The magnetic technology is an ancient
science which was re-discover its importance recently, where
magnetic energy plays an important role in the life of
organisms. Magnetic technology  used in applied fields in
many countries including the agriculture fields. In order to
achieve the desired results of magnetic technology ,must
therefore be carried out magnetization seeds before planting
and then irrigated with magnetized water . Aladjadjiyan, (2002)
observed that exposure of maize seeds to 150mT magnetic field
stimulated shoot development and led to an increase in
germination ,fresh weight and shoot length of maize plants.
Florezet,et.al;(2007) reported that the germination and early
growth of maize seedling were enhanced when seeds were
exposed to a stationary magnetic field at 250mT. Pang and
Deng (2008) reported that the changes of magnetized effect of
water with the increasing   magnetic field strength.Alwan
et.al;(2010) reported that the application of magnetization seeds
technology led to a significant increase in dry weight and plant
height . Mohamed (2013) observed that exposure of irrigation
water to 250mT magnetic field indicate significant increase in
shoots,roots and improving growth and yield productivity.

Nasher (2008) reported that magnetized water has very
affective effects on seeds, crop production and plant length
increase noticeably ,and increase water solubility of salt ,and
provides seeds with nutrients from soil. Hozayn and
AbdulQados (2010) observed that irrigation with magnetized
water caused increased in plant height, fresh and dry weight
about 11.98, 12.51, 5.76% respectively as compa red to tap
water. Moussa (2011) reported that irrigation with magnetic

water exhibited marked significant increase in the chlorophyll
content. Hozayn et.al;( 2013) reported that using magnetized
water in irrigation caused increase in the percent of root length,
and plant yield reached to 5.72,and 23.79% respectively as
compared to control treatment.  Mohamadamin et.al;( 2010)
explaned that the use of magnetically treated water with
intensities ranging between 50- 150 mT to irrigate plants led to
significant increase in plant height , leaf area , and dry weight
compared to plants irrigated with tap water.

MATERRIALS AND METHODS
This study conducted to examine the effects of magnetized
seeds and water of different intensities in the growth and plant
yield. This experience includes two main factors , The first is
Maize seeds have been treated by a magnetic field of strenght
100 , 200, 300 mT for 30 min . The second is magnetic
treatment of irrigation water  which has been passed through a
magnetic field of strength 100 , 200 , 300 mT . Magnetrons
used in the process of magnetization made in the ministry of
sciences and technology in Iraq with different intensities and
0.75 inches in diameter. Plant height , leaf area , dry weight ,
chlorophyll , protein , and plant yield have been measured in
order to estimate the influence of the magnetic exposure in
growth and plant yield of maize.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of table (1) show the effect of magnetization of
seeds and irrigation water with different intensities of magnetic
treatments on some growth characteristics of maize plant such
as plant height which significantly increased with increasing of
magnetic field intensities for each of the magnetization of seeds
and irrigation water . The increases in plant height reached to
116.35 and 119.99 cm when the magnetization of seeds and
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¹,128.85mg.gm ̄ ¹, 265.26gm.plant ̄ ¹ respectively with increased reached to  90.69 ,
104.25 , 94.59 , 88.79 , 83.44 ,and 109.79% respectively as compared to control
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irrigation water at 200 and 300 mT respectively , compared
with the control treatment which amounted to 89.20 and 87.77
cm respectively. While the interaction treatment   200300٭ mT
between the magnetization of seeds and irrigation water
respectively given the highest average of plant height reached
to 147.22 cm , compared with control which was 77.20 cm with
an increase of 90.69% ,this increase

Effect of Seeds magnetization

Effect of Irrigation water magnetization

due to the magnetic treatment of seeds which lead to stimulate
the cells and activate the potential energy in the seeds , which
leads to increase the percentage of its

germination and speed up the processes of growth (Almaadhidy
,2006 ) . As the magnetic treatment of  irrigation water leads to
reduced resistance of cell walls to elongation of cells during the
growth process , in addition to reducing the surface tension of
water and thus makes the plant absorbs water and nutrient from
the soil easily and with less effort(Aladjadjiyan and Ylieva ,
2003) .

The results also show a significant increase in leaf area as it
reached the best average  316.50 cm², with an increase of
34.02% compared to the control treatment which amounted to
236.15 cm²when seeds treated with magnetic field reached to
300 mT. While the best average of leaf area reached to 350.01
cm², with an increase of 77.41% compared to the control
treatment which amounted to 197.28 cm² when irrigation water
treated with magnetic field reached to 300 mT.While the
interaction treatment 200300٭ mT reached to 384.44 cm² with
an increase of 104.25% compared to the control which
amounted to 188.22 cm².The increase in leaf area with
increasing intensity of the magnetic field of seeds and irrigation
water due to the influence of magnetic treatment on the

effectiveness of growth enzymes and increase the obsorption of
essential nutrients which leads to increased cells division and
elongation of plant leaves and increased the photosynthesis
process which causing increasing of leaf
area(Kronenberg,2005) . We also observed that there was
significant increase in the content of chlorophyll in leaves , it
reached to 2.26 mg.gm ˉ¹ with an increase of 43.94% compared

to the control which amounted to 1.57 mg.gm ˉ¹ when exposing
the seeds to the magnetic intensity of 200 mT, while it reached
to 2.45 mg.gmˉ¹ with an increase of 61.18% compared to the
control , when exposing irrigation water to the magnetic
intensity of 300 mT.

While the interaction treatment 200300٭ mT reached to
2.88mg.gm ˉ¹ with increase of  94.59%  compared to the
control which reached to 1.48mg.gm ˉ¹ .The increase in
chlorophyll content with the increasing of the intensities of
magnetic fields may be attributed to the increased obsorption of
nutrients necessary for the formation of chlorophyll such as N
and Mg    ( Atak et.al;2003) ,in addition to increasing the
enzymes of these pigments and emergence of
plastids(Malgorzata,2003) . The results indicated that there was
significant increase in the dry weight of maize with increasing
magnetic field intensities for each of seeds and irrigation water .
The best average of dry weight was 54.69gm.plant ˉ¹ when seeds
exposing to the magnetic intensity of 200mT , while it was
55.92gm.plant ˉ¹ when irrigation water exposing to the magnetic
intensity of 300mT .While the interaction treatment 200300٭ mT
between the magnetization of seeds and irrigation water
respectively given 68.40gm.plant ˉ¹ with an increase of  88.79%
compared to the control which amounted to

Table 1: Effect of Magnetization of seeds and irrigation water in some growth characteristics and yield of Zea maize:
Yieldgm.plant ̵ ¹Proteinmg.gm̵ ¹Dry Weight

mg.plant̵¹
Chlorophyll

mg.gm ̵ ¹
Leaf area

cm²
Plant Height

cm
Water

magnetized mT
Seeds

magnetized mT
126.4470.2436.231.48188.2277.200
152.2373.6236.601.57190.1184.121000
178.5274.7841.121.58268.8296.64200
195.2479.2641.711.66297.4698.84300
131.6272.3236.111.48188.6083.330

100
176.4577.2136.731.84261.0694.14100
213.03105.2450.102.46329.54102.14200
215.26117.6348.732.48335.42107.18300
138.4173.4636.751.56204.6194.220

200
186.3482.3146.641.73207.15105.34100
262.83125.7266.972.87378.24118.62200
265.26128.8568.402.88384.44147.22300
134.6673.7436.821.58207.7196.330

300
191.8188.6834.211.87299.11104.24100
251.47122.8464.822.76376.44114.11200
255.18122.9764.862.80382.74126.74300
3.5412.4458.0410.1393.8954.3700.05 P< LSD

163.1074.4738.911.57236.1589.200
184.0993.1042.912.06278.6596.69100
213.21102.5854.692.26293.61116.35200
208.24102.0550.172.25316.50110.35300
1.7700.7324.0200.0691.9462.185LSD            P< 0.05

132.7872.4436.471.52197.2887.770

176.7080.4538.541.75239.3596.69100
226.46107.1455.752.41338.26107.87200
232.73112.1755.922.45350.01119.99300
1.7700.7324.0200.0691.9462.185LSD        P< 0.05
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36.23gm.plantˉ¹.The increase in dry weight was due to the role
of technical magnetism  in change some physical and chemical
properties of magnetically treated water such as reduced of
surface tention , density, and viscosity, in addition of break
some of the hydrogen bonds of water ( Martin, 2007), which
making it is easier for water to penetrate cellular membranes ,
and increase the efficiency of the transfer of nutrients, that
leading to increasing the representation of carbohydrates,
which affects positively in most characteristics of the
vegetative growth of the plant  ( Alnasiry, 2006 ;
Alhilfy,2011).The results indicated that there was significant
increase in protein content and plant yield with the increase of
magnetic field intensities of seeds and irrigation water .The
best average of protein content was 102.58 and 112.17 mg.gm ˉ¹
when seeds and irrigation water were treated with magnetic field
intensity at 200 and 300 mT respectively. While the interaction
treatment mT given the highest content of protein 300٭200
reached to 128.85 mg.gm ˉ¹ with an increase of 83.44% compared
to the control which reached to 70.24mg.gm ˉ¹. This increase
related to the role of magnetic treatment of seeds and irrigation
water which works to stimulate some enzymes that necessary for
proteinsynthesis such as nitrate reductase enzyme               (
Gholami and Sharafi , 2010) .It was also observed that the best
yield per plant was 213.21gm.plant ˉ¹ with an increase of 30.72%
compared to the control which amounted to 163.10gm.plant ˉ¹,
when exposing seeds to magnetic intensity of 200mT. While the
best average of yield when exposing irrigation water to magnetic
intensity  of 300 mT was 232.73gm.plant ˉ¹ with an increase of
75.27% compared to the control treatment which was
132.78gm.plant ˉ¹.The interaction treatment 200300٭ mT between
the magnetization of seeds and irrigation water respectively given
the highest average of plant yield which reached to 265.26
gm.plant־ˡ with an increase of 109.79% compared to the control
treatment which amounted to 126.44 gm.plant¹־. The magnetic
treatment of irrigation water affected on the angle of the link
between the hydrogen and oxygen bonds , and the impact on some
properties of water which is the small size of the groups of
magnetized water to be 6-7 molecules compared with 10-12
molecules in natural state , which leads to the regularity of water
molecules in one direction , which facilitates the entry of water and
nutrients to cellular membranes and thereby increase the plant
growth and its yield ( Martin , 2003 ) . As well as the magnetic
treatment of water leads to increase the rooting system as a result
of increased absorption of nutrients ,and this in turn leads to
increased plant yield (Adachi, 2007) . It could be concluded from
this study that the magnetized treatment of seeds and irrigation
water with different intensities could effectively increase growth
parameters of maize plant .
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